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ELECTrONS MORE EFFECTIVE WITH

~.,

PARLIAMENTARY GOV:.::':::::MENT
DAYTON, Ohio, October 28, 1980

.' CONTACT: Pam Blumensheid
PHONE:
229-3241 (office)
293-1099 (home)

--- The failure of presidential campaigns to address

this country's problems will be reversed only when party philosophy and policy
.,?:roposals raplace personality of the chief officer as prime consideration in the
clec·Cion .
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candidates and on ~ategi~n. But the
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issues i s t he Am..::lrican voter and his or her failure to get accurate information on
candidates' policy stands .
ca'1didates bother to
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"The electorate is very parochial, so why ehouldthe
iss,.,.,ss t hat don't interest anybody?"

The he art of this campai gn is

t.~e

candidates' personality and style.

And what

wHl determine the final outcome of the election more than the realities of the issues,
says'r~~er~,

~ddled

is the perceptual impact that the qualities the candidates have been

for will have on the voters.

Ahern gives one example:

"In this race Reagan
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is pinning Carter for economics; carter is pinning Reagan for the war issue."
The seesawing of people's perceptions of the candidates changes winner predictions
from week to week.

Ahern says that this year's contest is reminiscent of the 1968

campaign between Humphrey and Nixon, and the carter-Ford campaign of 1976: "In
both races, if the elections would have been held one week later than they were,
the other candidates probably would have won."
The no-issue kind of campaigning is also changing the advantage the incumbent
use to hold in winning an election.
single issue groups,

Ahern explains that with there being so many

the incumbent cannot possibly appeal to all their interests,

and so incumbency is no longer an asset.

In fact, it could even be a negative force.

Settling for the lesser of two evils, then, describes the tone of not just the
1980 election, but elections since at least 1960.

Ahern doubts whether this trend

in people's expectations will change dramatically in the future.
increasingly going to be perceived as being inept.

"Presidents are

Public dissatisfaction

with the candidates has its roots in unrealistic expectations of the presidency;
in what one political theorist called the 'cult of the presidency. '"

And playing

the largest role in furthering this discontent, Ahern believes, is a media "that
has stripped the presidency of its magistery."
As long as the media focuses its attention on candidates' personal characteristics
and style, and the people depend on that media as the primary source of election
information, campaigns will fail to reach the substance of each candidates' policies.
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